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Employers are at the forefront of using AI not only to ex-
pand their workforces’ capabilities, but to streamline related 
human resources (HR) duties. Existing and emerging advanced 
technologies will aid employers in workforce planning, recruit-
ing, and employee evaluation.2 For example, in 2016, Russian 
startup Stafory created Robot Vera (https://ai.robotvera.com/
static/newrobot_en/index.html) to review résumés, handle ap-
plicant phone screenings, and conduct video interviews. Stafory 

reports that Vera has conducted 1.4 million 
phone interviews and 10,000 video inter-
views. While Vera has been used predomi-
nantly in Russia and the Middle East, Stafory 
began two pilot projects in the United States 
in 2017 under the name “Wendy.”3

The desire to use AI like Vera and sophis-
ticated algorithms in the HR realm is driven 
in part by a desire to reduce human error 
and biases that can creep into decision mak-
ing, leaving employers vulnerable to discrim-
ination claims. Simply put, an algorithm is “a 
step-by-step procedure for solving a prob-
lem or accomplishing some end.”4 In this 
sense, algorithms are used to get through 
everyday life. Applying AI to hiring, the idea 
is to leverage huge amounts of data and com-
plicated algorithms to identify and recruit 
optimal talent. However, AI is not immune 
to potential biases, and the increased use 
of algorithms to drive decision making has 
exposed the risk of “algorithmic bias.” If an 
algorithm’s built-in bias has a disparate im-
pact on a certain class of individuals, what 
are the legal ramifications? Because an al-
gorithm may be deployed to analyze vast 
swaths of data, known as “big data,” and 
may be capable of self-learning (ad justing the 
algorithm based on data analysis), factors 
used to reach a decision may be completely 

rtificial intelligence (AI) is no longer just a 
clever plot device existing in the imaginations 
of science-fiction writers and directors—it is 

beginning to permeate the workplace. On February 11, 2019, 
President Trump issued an Executive Order on Maintaining 
American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence.1 While the ex-
ecutive order is largely aspirational, it is notable in that the 
U.S. government is prioritizing AI development.
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on non-Caucasian applicants? If this hypothetical situation 
were to arise, the employer would need to be prepared to 
explain its AI processes to defend against a possible discrimi-
nation claim—but understanding why the algorithm gener-
ated a particular outcome could itself prove challenging.

Understanding the root of this bias is often complicated 
due to the proprietary, trade-secret nature of algorithms. It 
may be even more complicated to understand if the algo-
rithm is self-learning and constantly adjusting as it ingests 
new data. And while HR management has increasingly de-
ployed the use of algorithms, it remains a largely unregulated 
area. Litigation over the use of AI has been brought in other 
arenas, however, such as using algorithms in criminal sen-
tencing or using employees’ biometrics (such as fingerprints 
or voice patterns) without proper consent.6 In the employ-
ment context, private and nonprofit entities are studying the 
effects of AI, algorithms, and related processes on workers.

The AI Now Institute at New York University (https:// 
ainowinstitute.org/) researches the social implications of AI. 
The institute has created an algorithmic accountability policy 
toolkit that explains how algorithms are used in a government 
setting and provides tools for learning more information.7 On 
the other end of the spectrum, O’Neil Risk Consulting & Algo-
rithmic Auditing (http://www.oneilrisk.com/) conducts audits 
to help employers assess algorithms for bias with the goal of 
creating a standard for the field. O’Neil Risk helps employers 
with assessing risks associated with using algorithms, using 
algorithms fairly, and planning for litigation. Many believe the 
purpose of AI and algorithms is to level the playing field; 
both AI Now and O’Neil Risk are working to create processes 
and procedures to eliminate algorithmic bias to ensure the 
field is level.

The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC) is also exploring AI’s impact on the workplace and the 
antidiscrimination statutes it oversees. On October 13, 2016, 
the EEOC empaneled a slate of experts in Washington, D.C., 

opaque.5 Employers must become educated consumers of AI 
tools, understand the risks associated with such tools, and 
take simple but critical steps to safeguard against litigation.

AI’s role in HR recruitment and hiring

Using algorithms to review résumés and other data to 
determine which applicant is the best fit is becoming com-
monplace. For example, HiredScore (https://hiredscore.com/), 
founded in 2012 and winner of a 2016 IBM Beacon Award 
for Outstanding Smarter Workforce/Kenexa Solution, lev-
erages big data and predictive analytics to create custom 
recruiting algorithms to identify the highest priority candi-
dates. Similarly, ZipRecruiter (https://www.ziprecruiter.com/) 
brands itself as “the smartest way to hire, for any size com-
pany in every industry,” and explains it uses a “powerful 
algorithm that connects the right content 
with the right people.”

Another company, HireVue (https://www. 
hirevue.com/), markets itself as an assess-
ment and video interview software tool lev-
eraging AI to assist companies in making 
“better predictions, better decisions, better 
hires.” HireVue combines interviews and 
predictive analytics to help companies make 
better and faster hiring decisions while elim-
inating the unconscious bias that exists with 
human review. Its platform also uses games 
to assess applicants’ competencies. The in-
formation is provided to the employer to as-
sess candidates.

Whether an employer uses easily observable AI such as 
Vera or opts for other AI tools such as HireVue’s games ap-
proach, the purpose is to streamline hiring procedures and 
eliminate the unconscious bias that can creep into hiring 
decisions. So what can go wrong?

What is algorithmic bias?

Algorithmic bias is the notion that humans who design the 
algorithms used in tools such as Vera inadvertently build 
their own unconscious biases into the algorithm, which could 
negatively impact a particular candidate group. As a simple 
example, assume that a review of a company’s résumé data 
demonstrates that its employees living in a particular zip 
code are its most successful. Based on that correlation, the 
algorithm could begin focusing on candidates from that zip 
code. But what if that zip code’s population is 98 percent 
Caucasian? Although the algorithm is using a neutral data 
point (zip codes), is it potentially creating a disparate impact 

At a Glance
Artificial intelligence (AI) is no longer just a clever plot device existing in the 
imaginations of science-fiction writers and directors—it is beginning to 
permeate the workplace. Employers are at the forefront of harnessing AI and 
must be prepared to navigate this brave new world.
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want to learn or the processes you want to expedite through 
these tools. Select a vendor that best aligns with your compa-
ny’s goals. The vendor should be able to answer all your ques-
tions and concerns. For example, HireVue’s chief technology 
officer published a blog post setting forth the steps it takes to 
prevent algorithmic bias and common misconceptions about 
AI tools.11 It is ultimately the employer’s responsibility to en-
sure its workplace is free from discrimination.

Know your data

Companies use algorithms to mine data they have already 
collected to predict certain outcomes. An applicant’s résumé, 
LinkedIn profile, and answers to screening questions are all 
data points that can be analyzed for predictive indicators of 
whether the applicant is the right fit. But predictions are only 
as accurate as the data being analyzed. In other words, gar-
bage in equals garbage out. The data should be complete with 
no missing or unreliable factors, fit the questions you want 
answered, and be voluminous enough to provide statistically 
relevant results.

Review your processes

HR departments automate processes to save time and 
money. But a “set it and forget it” mindset increases the risk 
of litigation. Automated decision-making programs will con-
tinue to generate results under the same rules and parameters 
until programmed otherwise. Although AI potentially mini-
mizes risks associated with human error and unconscious bias, 
human involvement must not be eliminated. Regularly review-
ing your automated decision-making programs, including the 
data being used, is necessary.

Learn about data privacy

As the use of AI in the workplace increases, employers will 
gather more data about employees and applicants. As a re-
sult, employers will see an increase in legislation regulating 
the use and protection of personal data. In 2018, new data 
laws included the European Union’s General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR), the GDPR-styled California Consumer Pri-
vacy Act, and data-breach notification laws in several states.12 
Biometric privacy laws were enacted in Illinois, Texas, and 
Washington,13 and similar legislation has been introduced in 
additional states, including Michigan in 2017.14 The wave of 
legislation will continue, and employers must stay current to 
ensure compliance.

AI tools are transforming the workplace. Automating and 
simplifying HR processes is only scratching the surface in 
terms of how AI can elevate a company. The Emma Coalition 

to discuss the matter of big data in the workplace.8 In her 
opening remarks, Commissioner Charlotte A. Burrows said:

[I]n short, the algorithms used to assess big data are only as 
good as the assumptions that underlie them. Because the use 
of big data in employment is just beginning, this is an ideal 
time for the Commission to take a close look at this issue and 
see whether there are concrete suggestions that can help em-
ployers and employees benefit from this new technology. . .
while still advancing equal employment opportunity.9

As Littler shareholder Marko Mrkonich testified, a critical next 
step for regulators, employers, and other stakeholders is learn-
ing about the opportunities for using AI and how it can be 
properly deployed.10

What can you do about it?

Employers can expect the wave of workplace AI tools to 
continue, and they should use those that best fit their HR 
needs. To help safeguard against litigation, employers should 
consider the following.

Become an educated consumer

Before implementing algorithms or automated decision-
making programs, think critically about the information you 
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risks associated with human error and 
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not be eliminated. Regularly reviewing your 

automated decision-making programs, 
including the data being used, is necessary.
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